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A judgemental process

•Its not an exact science

•Seeks quantitative and qualitative data

•Relies on experience

•The process asks key questions
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Activities

Phase One

Meet Academic(s)

Information Gathering on:

- Technology or Idea

- Possible Applications

- Stage of Development

- Industry Links

- IP Position

- Research Funding

- Academic Background

- Publications

Phase Two

Search for Prior Art

Assess Strength of IP

[Arrange Independent 
Technical Assessment]

Identify Products or Services

Identify Customer(s)

Validate Market Applications

Conduct Market Analysis

Define Benefit/Added Value

Research Competitors

Test Academic Commitment

Phase Three

Review

Outcomes: 

EITHER: Reject, then

Inform Academic(s)

Signpost Elsewhere

OR: Accept, then

Allocate resource

Phase Four

Protect IP 

Define Commercial Plan

Seek Funding (if required)

Confirm IP Assignment

Formalise Arrangements with 
Academic(s)

Determine Milestones

Timing:
Start

Screening Decision
If ‘Yes’

Shaping
(0 to 4 weeks) (+ 4 to 8 weeks) (within 12 weeks) ( + 1 to 3 months from decision)
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Stages of assessment

• Invention disclosure meeting: initial assessment

Market, People, Technology, IP ownership

• Deeper assessment

Market size, market need, USP,

Market route, Technology confidence,

barriers, competitors, finance
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General rule

•It generally takes much more effort to commercialise a 

technology that only has a modest set of ingredients than 

it does for one that has a strong set of ingredients

 Risks higher

 Fund raising more difficult

 Time to market longer

 Returns smaller
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Overall market size

•Information gathering

 What is the full range of applications that the technology could 

be used for?

 Market reports

 Data on existing companies e.g. turnover

 Market validation

 Contact end users, distributors, industry insiders
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Unique selling proposition (USP)

•What are the features of the technology that would make it 

the technology of choice

 Function

 Cost

 Quality

•How novel/attractive would it appear to a user/customer?

•Is there a clear unmet need?

•Information gathering

 A thorough knowledge of the existing and emerging technologies 

 Dialogue with end users/distributors/industry insiders
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Route to market viability

•Is there a credible route to market?

 Existing distributor chains/outlets?

 If no, does setting up an appropriate route to market seem

 Sensible/affordable

•Information gathering

 Typical margins and overheads in existing distribution systems

 Identify key players – assess what would motivate them to work 

with us

 make contact if appropriate
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Confidence in the technology

•Do we have clear proof of concept?

 Function

 Scale up potential

•Clear understanding of the technical 

risks/downsides/limitations

•Information gathering

 Potential external technical critique, testing or evaluation

 A good understanding of the investment required to bring to 

the technology production.
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Barriers to competition

•Does a strong intellectual property position exist currently?

 Patents

 Know how

 Software

• If “no”, is there a good likelihood that strong IP will be developed 
from the work ahead?

• If “no” to both of the above

 Are there any other measures that could be taken to help the 
technology/product stay ahead of the competition

 Customer benefits

 Cost

• Information gathering

 Prior art searches of existing and potential future IP

 Identify Specific skills and expertise that are not replicated elsewhere

 Technology road map

 Can it be kept secret?
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Market dynamics

•Do the dynamics for this market match the timing of the 

product/technology?

 A new mobile phone technology may be very risky if it has a 5 

year development plan

•What are the market trends/pace/volatilities?

•Information gathering

 Project timing plan

 Legal or regulatory requirements/constraints
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Experience at Manchester – EPS data

200 invention disclosures in 2 years

170 - not currently commercially viable30 active projects

110 – no intellectual property 
or no market 50 – too early stage10 – people commitment issues
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 Employed a Research Translation Consultant,

Dr Anna Obolensky, to survey our grants

The BHF’s experience



Understanding the past

 For the past 50 years the BHF has spent incrementally up to £100 million
per annum on basic and clinical research in cardiovascular disease
across 43 UK universities with over 1000 grant awards to more than 500
principal investigators.

 However, during this period  there have been very few revenues to the BHF
from funded research.

Why?   



 What are the existing difficulties in searching for IP?

 The  Technology Transfer Office (TTO) is wary of ‘outsiders’ effectively 
doing its job i.e. identifying and exploiting IP within its own university.

 The PI may feel uncomfortable – and that they are being ‘checked-up on’.

 Finding IP is facilitated where the PI is funded by the charity and
particularly if the T&Cs of any award specify a revenue share from
commercialisation.

 Finding IP  in universities is critically dependent on a good working   
relationship with the university TTO.

Problems in identifying IP



Clarifying the BHF’s role

 Very clear understanding is needed from the outset that the objective of
the charity is to enhance treatment options available to patients and to
progress research from the university into the clinic.

 In other words there needs to be a diplomatic exercise resulting in a close
relationship between:

BHF

TTO                 PI

 The TTO stands to benefit from the special expertise of the  charity and
its sector specific industrial contacts.

 The charity can harness the commercialisation expertise of the TTO.



Groundwork

 When looking for commercially  important  IP within  university it is 
important to understand what you are looking for and why.

 The ground work must include good understanding of :
 Unmet clinical needs of the disease
 Key research methods and technologies  
 Strategic focus of business development in industry

For a medicinal product this will include therapeutics, diagnostics, 
imaging, medical devices and regenerative medicine companies.

 It is critically important to prepare questions specifically related to IP or you
will get the wrong answers - many PIs do not know what it is.



Building a portfolio

IDENTIFY 
PIs

INTERVIEWS

IP DATABASE
PREPARE

CDAs 

COMPILE 
TDs

RANK
COMMERCIALLY

SCHEDULES
and 

TIMETABLES



First survey 2010

 BHF Commissioned an audit to look for IP with potential for clinical 
translation across the 4 BHF Centres of Research Excellence.

 The study also interrogated some of the reasons why potential IP was lying
dormant within the university research base.

 A systematic planned and informed  approach was implemented over
6 months.

 One month was spent in preparation, 4 months doing interviews in the field,
and one month compiling the TDs and the report 



The process

1. Confidentiality agreements (CDAs) were put in place between the BHF, the  
four universities (Oxford, Edinburgh, Imperial and KCL) and the consultant.

2. About 20 PIs were selected for interview at each CRE according to 
recommendations from Senior BHF scientists at the host university, the TTO 
and the BHF medical Research Team.

3. Face to face structured interviews were then carried out over 4 months.
4. One page technology disclosures  (TDs) were drawn up for each research 

project.
5. Each technology  was then allocated an IP code (Tx, Dx, etc.) and a 

subcategory (e.g. atherosclerosis, stroke, heart failure).
6. Each technology was commercially ranked according to nearness to 

translation.



Structured interviews

The Technology Disclosure Fact Sheet

• The research group and the university/institution
• The technology itself  - key differentiator/unique aspect of the 

research
• Why the technology may be translational or of clinical 

importance
• The IP status of the technology
• The engagement with industry/funding bodies to date
• The status of the technology – ongoing, milestones, roadblocks?
• The associated literature
• The commercial ranking in the light of these points (traffic light 

system)



Results

 60 TDs were commercially and technologically ranked (10 of which were 
previously unknown to the TTO).

 41 TDs were of potential commercial interest and non-confidential 
disclosures signed off by the TTOs were forwarded to industry,
leading to 5 expressions of direct interest from potential commercial 
partners.

 6  new patent applications were made.

 This study clearly demonstrated that within the four BHF Centres of 

Research potential IP was :

 Not being identified

 Not  being patented

 Not being protected

 Where there is no clear ownership of the IP endorsed by patents,

translation of this research becomes significantly more difficult.



Problems identified

PIs
• Often do not know what IP is.
• Not sure when or how to apply for patents. 
• Not aware that publication (abstracts for meetings/papers) or 

presentation of research puts IP in the public domain.
TTOs

• Lack sufficient internal resources.
• Driven by research outputs not market forces or clinical need .
• Lack sector specific expertise/good commercial contacts in the CVS 

arena.
BHF

• More education for PIs on the importance of IP on award.
• IP needs to be mentored more closely.
• More translational funding awards. 



Second audit 2011-12

 Over 12 months using the systematic approach described, 9 universities were  
audited for IP generated by BHF funded PIs.

In total

 176 PIs were contacted and 146 agreed to interviews.
 163 TDs were drawn up as one-page fact sheets and ranked commercially

according to nearness to translation. Of these 33 were new to the TTO.
 22 new patent applications were made.
 Of the ranked technologies 48 were ‘green’ and were re-evaluated in the light 

of the range of technologies now accounted for.
 15 of these are currently being further evaluated with a view to translation.

o



Conclusions

 The BHF now has a much clearer idea of the potential commercial value of 
the research it funds.

 It also now has an internal database which logs the research according to 
IP, which can then be tracked as it reaches (or fails to reach) commercial 
milestones.

 Industry seeking research can approach the BHF directly and partnerships 
can be forged earlier and more easily bringing more research to the clinic.
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